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Rex 350
			

Power Wheelchair

Rex 350

Reliable and durable
power wheelchair
The Rex 350 is a very stable and slim power wheelchair. It has a top speed of max. 14 km/h
and a range of 45 km.

The Rex 350 is a compact power wheelchair for children and adults. This
wheelchair model has a small turning radius, it is easy to manoeuver and
very quiet. It is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. The Rex 350 has a
very low seat height, which makes it easy wheel in under tables.

Key features
› Compact, reliable and durable power wheelchair
› Easy to manoeuver and very quiet

The Rex 350 offers a good variety of seating positions. There are up to

› Impact-resistant anodised topframe

five different electrically-operated seating positions like e.g. elevated leg

› Total width only 58 cm

supports, an adjustable back angle, a seat lift as well as a seat tilt.

› Top speed of max. 14 km/h

As an optional extra, there is a third-party steering available for situ-

› Individually fitted seat unit

ations, where the user is not able to operate the wheelchair indepen-

› Possibility for adjustable strap seat & strap back

dently.

› Up to five electrically-operated seating-positions

The seat modul of the Rex 350 can be customised based on each
individual user’s requirements and needs. The Rex 350 is crash-tested
and can be used as an in-car seat.
It is possible to equip the Rex 350 with the Wolturnus Wing Back ILSA.

› Crash-tested
› Can be used as in-car seat
› Weight from 84 kg
› User weight max. 140 kg

› LIFT & TILT

› PUNCTURE-PROOF WHEELS

› ACCESSORIES

The chair is available with electrically-

As a standard, Rex 350 comes with

There are a lot of accessories availbale to

operated seat lift and seat tilt

12,5” puncture-proof rear wheels and 7”

choose from. E.g. headrest, armrests, Wing

puncture-proof castors.

Back ILSA etc.
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